Complete the puzzle with words from “Identifying Trees.”

Across
3 Some trees bear their seeds inside these woody structures.
5 A leaf with more than one part is ________.
9 An easy feature to use for tree identification
10 Different tree species prefer different growing _________.
11 Slender stems near the ends of branches

Down
1 A hand ________ is a good tool for looking at tree details.
2 The main veins in a _____ leaf branch from a single point at the base.
4 Leaves that are straight across from each other on a stem are _________.
6 Trees whose leaves fall in winter are _________.
7 Outer covering of a tree’s trunk
8 Bark and twigs are good ways to identify trees at this time of year.
12 A tree’s trunk is not soft, but _________.
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3 Some trees bear their seeds inside these woody structures.
5 A leaf with more than one part is ________.
9 An easy feature to use for tree identification
10 Different tree species prefer different growing _________.
11 Slender stems near the ends of branches

Down
1 A hand ________ is a good tool for looking at tree details.
2 The main veins in a ________ leaf branch from a single point at the base.
4 Leaves that are straight across from each other on a stem are ________.
6 Trees whose leaves fall in winter are ________.
7 Outer covering of a tree’s trunk
8 Bark and twigs are good ways to identify trees at this time of year.
12 A tree’s trunk is not soft, but ________.